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Abstract  

Production of autoantibodies by TG2-specific gut plasma cells is a hallmark of celiac 

disease. Previous studies have revealed biased selection of IGHV and IGKV gene segments, low 

number of mutations and preferential targeting of N-terminal epitopes among TG2-specific 

autoantibodies.  

Now, we produced a panel of germline and affinity matured antibodies belonging to the 

same clonal family and targeting the main N-terminal TG2 epitope, together with antibodies 

targeting non-N-terminal epitopes to analyse the effect of mutations on antibody affinity, using 

surface plasmon resonance technique. In addition, to get a more detailed understanding of the 

selection of TG2-specific B cells, we analysed the heavy and light chain CDR3 loops among 

plasma cells using the two most common IGHV:IGKV pairs (IGHV5-51:IGKV1-5 and IGHV5-

51:IGKV1-39) by taking advantage of single-cell Ig sequencing data from 2329 TG2+ and 1398 

TG2- plasma cells isolated from gut biopsies of 19 celiac disease patients.  

The mutations do not have a significant effect on TG2 affinity, rather the germline 

reverted antibody retain reduced but significant TG2 affinity, which suggests that unlike some 

other autoimmune diseases, anti-TG2 reactivity is not a by-product of cross-reactivity acquired 

by SHM. IGHV5-51:IGKV1-5 antibodies show preference for certain IGHJ and IGKJ gene 

segments, whereas IGHV5-51:IGKV1-39 antibodies show selection for IGHD. When we 

swapped the CDR-H3 loop between two antibodies using the two common V gene pairs, we 

observed complete loss of reactivity, suggesting its essential role in TG2 binding.  

From this study, it is evident that preference for certain HV:KV pairing cannot be 

explained by an inherent ability to bind TG2 without the involvement of CDR-H3 loop. Effect 

of mutations on antibody affinity for TG2 do not dependent on targeting TG2 domain; rather it 

varies on TG2-specific antibodies.
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1 Introduction 

 

1.1 The Immune System 

Throughout the evolution, organisms have developed protective mechanisms against 

disease-causing harmful agents like bacteria, virus and fungi. However, organisms also have 

developed symbiotic relationships with foreign microorganisms (like in gut microbiota), where 

both parties benefit each other. To maintain the homeostasis and deal with the disease-causing 

threats, several mechanisms- involving specialised cells, tissues and organs (primary and 

secondary lymphoid organs) have evolved. These defence mechanisms are collectively known 

as the immune system. Furthermore, the immune system is also subdivided into the innate 

immune system and the adaptive immune system.    

1.2 The innate immune system 

 In general, the first line of defence in all multicellular organisms is known as the innate 

immune system, which protects the body from invading pathogens. The innate immune system 

consists of physical and chemical barriers like epithelial cell surfaces, antimicrobial proteins, 

digestive enzymes and low pH in the stomach. These components protect the body from 

invading pathogens.  

Whenever if pathogens succeed to cross the physical and chemical barrier of the body 

and enter into the tissue or circulation, specialised cells like phagocytes (macrophages, 

neutrophils, dendritic cells), mast cells, eosinophils, basophils and natural killer (NK) cells,  can 

recognise them and mount immune response to clear them from the body. The specialised innate 

immune cells express germline-encoded pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) [1] that can 

recognise pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) on pathogens and damage-

associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) on dysfunctional or pathogen infected cells [2, 3] and 

mount an immediate response to eliminate the pathogen or infected cells. The elimination of 

pathogens is done by macrophages which has excellent phagocytic capacity to engulf pathogens 

and pathogen-infected host cells. As professional antigen-presenting cells (APCs) macrophages 

and dendritic cells are also involved in activating adaptive immune cells (explain later).  
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Although the innate immune response is rapid and efficient against a large number of 

pathogens, it has restricted specificity. To overcome this limitation, vertebrate organisms have 

developed the adaptive immune system, which gives a highly specific and broader range of 

protection from pathogens.  

1.3 The adaptive immune system  

  The adaptive immune system mainly relies on the controlled interplay between 

lymphocytes (B cells and T cells) and antigen-presenting cells (APCs) like dendritic cells and 

macrophages. B and T cells both originate from common lymphoid progenitor cells. Through 

random rearrangement of germline-encoded gene segments, these cells generate functional 

genes that can be translated into functional B cell receptor (BCR) or T cell receptor (TCR) 

molecules on the surface of the respective lymphocytes. The rearrangement takes place by a 

random selection of receptor gene segments in each B and T cell progenitor, generating 

enormous variability within the T and B cell populations. After this rearrangement, each 

lymphocyte gains a defined specificity to recognise a specific antigen. The activation of 

adaptive immune cells depends on the presentation of antigen by APCs. Importantly, cells of 

the innate immune system (like macrophages and dendritic cells) are involved in antigen 

presentation and play an important role in activation of adaptive immune cells. Hence, the 

innate and adaptive immune systems work hand to hand to give efficient protection of the 

organism.  

The adaptive immune response has delayed kinetics compared to the innate immune 

response. However, it generates immunological memory after the initial exposure to an antigen, 

which results in a faster and more robust response upon re-exposure to the same antigen.  

 Despite having self-discriminating control mechanisms (e.g. positive and negative 

selection during the maturation process), the immune system can sometimes target self-derived 

molecules and lead to a destructive autoimmune response. So, it is also crucial to ensure that 

the immune responses are only generated against harmful foreign antigens. For this purpose, 

several immune checkpoints are involved during the generation and development of immune 

cells.   
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1.4 T lymphocytes 

 T lymphocytes, commonly referred to as T cells, are generated from common lymphoid 

progenitor cells in the bone marrow or fetal liver and migrate to the thymus for development 

and proliferation [4, 5]. T cells express TCR on their surface, which is a transmembrane 

heterodimeric polypeptide consisting of either αβ (in most T cells) or γδ (found in a small subset 

of the total human T cell population) chains, which are linked by disulfide bridges [6]. The 

newly formed TCR have membrane-spanning short cytoplasmic tail for efficient signal 

transduction by phosphorylating immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activating motifs (ITAMs). 

Together with the cytoplasmic tail, the TCR assembles into a complex with other proteins: 

CD3εδ and CD3γε heterodimers and a ζ homodimer (figure1) [7].  

The diversity of TCR results from the random juxtaposition of different variable (V), 

diversity (D) (β and δ chain only) and joining (J) gene segments. Besides this, N nucleotide 

insertions between the segments add even more diversity to the TCR. Like the BCR (describe 

later), TCR also has antigen recognizing V domain (Vα/Vβ or Vγ/Vδ) and a constant domain 

(Cα/Cβ or Cγ/Cδ). Each V domain of TCR contains three hypervariable loops (CDR1-3) that 

recognise the peptide antigen, presented by APCs through major histocompatibility complex 

(MHC) molecules.  

 

 

Figure 1: The αβ T cell receptor complex. The TCR (αβ heterodimer) makes a functional 

complex with other associated proteins, composed of CD3εδ and CD3γε heterodimers and a ζ 
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homodimer. After antigen recognition, this complex can transduce the cytosolic signal by 

phosphorylating ITAMs (immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activating motifs). 

1.4.1 Antigen recognition by T cells 

 T cells cannot recognise native protein antigens but depend on antigen processing and 

presentation of peptides on major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules by APCs. The 

activation of T cells depends on binding of antigenic peptide loaded on MHC (pMHC) 

presented by the APCs. T cells that recognise the pMHC molecule, get activation signals from 

APCs by CD80 and CD86, that bind to CD28/CTLA-4 on T cells [8]. Activated T cells provide 

activation and survival signal to the APCs through the binding of CD40-CD40L (crucial for B 

cell activation) [9]. 

Mature T cells express either CD4 or CD8 co-receptors on their surface, which bind to 

the conserved sites on MHC class I and II, respectively. All nucleated cells express MHC I 

molecules and present endogenous viral peptides to CD8+ T cells, whereas only professional 

APCs (like dendritic cells (DC), macrophages (mФ) and B cells) can present processed antigen 

on MHC II molecules and can present exogenous antigenic peptides to CD4+ T cells. APCs 

can also present exogenous antigenic peptides on MHC I molecules to CD8+ T cells [10] 

through a process called cross antigen presentation. 

CD8+ T cells, also known as cytotoxic T cells, kill the antigen-infected cells by 

releasing toxic substances [11]. CD4+ T cells, also known as helper T cells, play a crucial role 

in the activation of different immune cells by releasing different cytokines. One of the most 

crucial roles of these cells is to induce strong humoral immune responses by activating B cells 

to differentiate into antibody-secreting plasma cells. 

1.5 B lymphocytes  

 Like T cells, B lymphocytes (B cells) are also derived from common lymphocytic 

precursor cells in the bone marrow. All B cells express surface BCR, also known as membrane-

bound immunoglobulin (Ig). After binding cognate antigens on BCR, B cells can process and 

present the antigen to T cells. Recognition of the same antigen by T and B cells is important for 

B cell activation and differentiation. Activated B cells can differentiate into plasma cells and 

memory cells. Plasma cells secrete soluble Igs, also known as antibodies (Abs). One 

downstream task of the secreted Abs is to mark pathogen or infected cells for opsonization and 

elimination of the pathogen or cells by different innate and adaptive immune cells. Another 
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effector function of Abs is that they can also inhibit the pathogenic activity of a microbe by 

blocking its surface molecules/receptors.  

1.5.1 The antibody structure 

Unlike the monovalent TCR molecules, the B cells express bivalent BCR molecules, 

composed of two identical heavy (H) chains and two identical light (L) chains, which are linked 

through disulphide bonds (figure 2). The Ig is a Y-shaped glycoprotein that consists of two 

structurally and functionally distinct H and L chain parts- the variable (V) region and the 

constant (C) region. The variable region is highly diverse in amino acid composition and 

responsible for antigen recognition and binding whereas, the constant region is conserved 

within a specific isotype of Igs and responsible for the effector function of the Igs. In humans, 

Igs can be expressed as five different isotypes depending on their heavy chain constant region 

polypeptide chains. The classes of Igs are named α, δ, ε, γ and μ corresponding to IgA, IgD, 

IgE, IgG and IgM isotypes. Human IgA and IgG are also subdivided into IgA1-2 and IgG1-4 

subclasses. In addition, the light chain can be expressed with kappa (k) or lambda (λ) constant 

regions and associated with their own set of V and J gene segments [12]. 

The heavy and light chain V region domains together with the CL (constant light) and 

CH1 (constant heavy) parts of the constant region domain make up the fragment antigen-binding 

(Fab) fragment of immunoglobulin. The rest of the molecule is named the fragment 

crystallizable (Fc) and is unable to recognise antigen. Rather, it is involved in mounting 

different types of effector functions via isotype-specific Fc receptors (FcR) [13, 14]. 

When expressed as a surface BCR, the heavy chain also contains a membrane-spanning 

polypeptide chain that attaches the receptor to the cell surface. Like TCRs, BCRs also assemble 

into a complex with signalling molecules. B cells express CD79A and CD79B signalling 

subunits on their surface, which harbour ITAMs in their cytoplasmic regions.  
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Figure 2: General Ig structure. This figure illustrates the IgG structure as an example of 

general Ig. The interchain disulphide bonds are denoted as S-S. The variable region of heavy 

and light chain together with CH1 and CL region respectively make up the Fab fragment of Ig, 

whereas the rest of the heavy chain constant region makes up the Fc part of the Igs. Figure 

inspired from [15]. 

1.5.2 Antigen recognition by T and B lymphocytes  

The variable regions of T and B cells are responsible for recognition and binding of 

specific antigens. The variable region part in both lymphocytes is generated through somatic 

recombination of gene segments, creating the enormous variability, which is necessary to 

encounter all possible antigens. The V region of B cell heavy chains, as well as β or δ T cell 

chains, are made up of V, D and J gene segments, whereas the V region of B cell light chains 

and  or  chains of T cell only contains V and J gene segments. Within the V region, there are 

three regions with high sequence variability known as complementarity-determining regions 

(CDRs) interspersed with four framework regions (FRs) (Figure 2). The CDRs together form 

the antigen-binding site. The CDR1 and CDR2 are encoded by the V gene segment and the 

CDR3 loop is encoded in the junction of V(D)J gene segments (figure 3). Compared to the other 

CDRs, the CDR3 loop is highly variable.  
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Figure 3: Variable region of T and B cells. The CDR1 and CDR2 are located within the V 

gene segment. The CDR3 is encoded within the junction of V-D-J gene segments (in β, δ chain 

of T cells and heavy chain of B cells) or in the junction of V-J gene segments (in α, γ chain of 

T cells and light chain of B cells). 

1.6 Development and activation of B cells 

  During B cell development into mature B cells, recombination of heavy chain gene 

segments starts at the pro-B cell stage by the D-to-J rearrangement followed by the V-to-DJ 

gene rearrangement. Newly assembled heavy chain VDJ gene joins with the Cμ constant region 

gene producing a complete IgM heavy chain. The newly assembled heavy chain is then 

expressed on the cell surface together with an invariant surrogate light chain (SLC) and produce 

a functional B-cell receptor in complex with CD79A and CD79B. At this stage, the cell is called 

a pre-B-cell. If the heavy chain rearrangement is unproductive or fails to bind with SLC, the 

cell has a second chance to rearrange the heavy chain genes, a process known as receptor 

editing. A successfully rearranged pre-B-cell receptor gives signals for cell proliferation and 

transition to go into the small pre-B cell stage (figure 4) [16]. In this stage, rearrangement of 

light chain V and J gene segments occur [17]. At first, the rearrangement process occurs in the 

Igκ light chain loci [18]. If the Igκ light chain fails to rearrange successfully, a second round of 

VJ rearrangement in the Igλ light chain loci is initiated. Successful rearrangement of a 

functional BCR terminate any further rearrangements and the rearranged light chain then pairs 

with the previously selected IgM heavy chain before leaving the bone marrow as a naïve B cell. 

Naïve B cells express both IgM and IgD BCR on the surface by alternative mRNA splicing. 

Importantly, all BCR molecules expressed by a single B cell have the same variable region. 

 The rearrangement processes depend on two lymphoid-specific recombination 

activating genes (RAGs) encoding the RAG1 and RAG2 protein. The RAG1 and RAG2 

proteins interact with each other and together with other proteins to form the RAG complex. 

The RAG complex targets the recombination signal sequences (RSSs), which flank the V, D 

and J gene segments, and carry out the V(D)J recombination [19-21]. The RAG complex 
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initiates cleavage in the joining gene segments and produces a double-stranded DNA hairpin 

loop at the end. The hairpin loop is nicked by the Artemis enzyme [22], generating single-

stranded ends between the two gene segments. The DNA repair enzymes fill the complementary 

palindromic (P) nucleotides produced by cleavage of the hairpin loop. Then, the joining of gene 

segments is initiated by the terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT) enzyme by non-

homologous end joining (NHEJ) accompanied by the insertion of additional N nucleotides in  

joining region.   

 

Figure 4: Different stages during B-cell development. Both T and B cells are generated from 

common lymphoid progenitor cells (CLP) in the bone marrow. VDJ recombination in heavy 

chain locus defines the pro-B cell stage. Upon successful rearrangement of heavy chain with μ 

constant region, B cells enter the pre-B cell stage and start to express heavy chain BCR together 

with the surrogate light chain (SLC). The SLC consists of VpreB1 and λ5 proteins, acting like 

variable and constant region of light chain, respectively [23]. If the heavy chain rearrangement 

passed the checkpoint in this step, the B cell starts to rearrange the light chain gene segments. 

A functional light chain associates with the previously produced heavy chain result in an 

immature B cell, expressing complete IgM BCR on the surface. Non-self-antigen-specific B 

cells leave the bone marrow and start to express both IgM and IgD on the surface by alternative 

mRNA splicing and migrate to the secondary lymphoid organs. Upon antigen encounter and 

following T cell help, naïve B cells enter the germinal centre (GC) maturation process. In the 

germinal centre, B cells mature through SHM and CSR and differentiate into memory B cells 

and plasma cells, that secret high-affinity antigen-specific soluble antibodies. The memory B 

cells circulate in the body for a long time in search of cognate antigen and can produce a much 

faster response in case of secondary exposure to the same antigen.  

 

After successful generation of a BCR, IgM+IgD+ naïve B cells exit the bone marrow 

and travel to secondary lymphoid organs (spleen, lymph nodes, Peyer's patches and tonsils) and 
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form B cell follicle, which is bordered by a T cell-rich zone. The B cells can bind to antigens 

that are soluble and/or membrane associated. However, recent work suggest that antigens, 

which are presented to B cells in a membrane-associated form, are more prominent in B cell 

activation [24, 25]. In the lymph node, B cells recognise and bind their cognate antigen and 

take it up through receptor-mediated endocytosis and process the antigen to present it to T cells. 

B cells that encountered antigen start to express CCR7 chemokine receptor (receptor for T-zone 

chemokines CCL19 and CCL21) and migrate to the T cell border where they present the 

processed antigenic peptides to helper T cells in association with MCHII molecules through 

receptor-mediated endocytosis [26]. If the T cells can recognize the same antigen (antigenic 

peptide), they give signals to the B cells for survival, proliferation and differentiation. Binding 

of B cell-induced CD40 receptor (CD40R) to T cell-induced membrane protein CD40 ligand 

(CD40L) gives the most important signal for B cell activation [27]. 

In the early phase of an immune response, T cell activated B cells may undergo 

extrafollicular maturation (figure 5) to produce short lived plasma cells. Antibodies secreted by 

these plasma cells are mostly low-affinity IgM [28, 29]. However, the extrafollicular response 

is faster compared to the germinal centre (GC) response. 

Responding B cells can also migrate to the follicular region of the lymphoid tissue and 

get maturation signals from follicular T helper cells (Tfhs) to form GCs [30].  There, the B cells 

undergo clonal expansion and increase their antigen binding affinity by accumulating mutations 

in their V region genes by somatic hypermutation (SHM). In addition, they may switch to a 

different constant region gene by class-switch recombination (CSR). The proliferating B cells, 

also known as centroblasts that stay in the so-called dark zone within the GC and later move to 

the light zone, which contains a vibrant network of follicular dendritic cells (FDCs). In the light 

zone, the B cells with highest affinity BCRs for antigen are selected through competition to get 

help from a limited number of Tfhs.  

The GC reaction produces high-affinity and isotype-switched B cells that develop into 

long-lived plasma cells and memory B cells (figure 5). During exposure to the same antigen, 

memory B cells can differentiate into plasma cells and produce a much faster and robust 

antibody response. 

In addition to the T-cell dependent activation described above, naïve B cells can also be 

activated in a T cell-independent (TI) manner where the antigen activate Toll-like receptors 
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(TLRs) expressed on B cells by PAMPs and give signals for B cell activation. Alternatively, 

antigens with repetitive epitopes, like polysaccharides, can activate B cells directly by extensive 

cross-linking of BCRs [31, 32]. 

 

Figure 5: Overview of T cell-dependent B cell differentiation. After BCR binds to an 

antigen, B cells migrate to the T cell zone and present antigenic peptides to T cells and get T 

cell help, leading to differentiation into plasma cells or memory B cells either by an 

extrafollicular response or through formation of a germinal centre within the follicle. Plasma 

cells generated through the extrafollicular response are short-lived and antibodies secreted are 

mostly unswitched and with low affinity for antigen. On the other hand, plasma cells generated 

in the GC interact with FDCs, and subsequently present the antigen to Tfhs. Tfhs provide 

additional survival signals to the B cells and undergo SHM and CSR processes, which lead to 

the generation of high-affinity, isotype-switched plasma cells and long-lived memory B cells. 

1.7 B cell tolerance  

 The stepwise recombination of V, D and J gene segments in heavy chain and V to J gene 

segments in light chain produce a diverse repertory of BCRs. However, BCRs generated by 

random gene selection can potentially recognise the body’s own molecules and thus generate 

autoreactive B cells. It has been estimated that more than half of the early immature B cells are 

autoreactive in first phase [33]. Autoreactivity could also arise during peripheral maturation of 
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B lymphocytes by somatic hypermutation [34]. To prevent the activation of autoreactive B 

cells, their development and activation are tightly controlled through several checkpoints. 

Those checkpoints are involved in eliminating autoreactive B cells to protect the body from 

their potentially destructive effects [35, 36]. The tolerogenic checkpoints at different stages of 

B cell development and maturation together with T cell tolerance give protection against 

autoimmune diseases.  

1.8 Controlling checkpoints during B cell activation 

 The first checkpoint occurs at the pre-B-cell stage to ensure the selection and expansion 

of pre-B-cells that have productive V to DJ recombination without any autoreactivity and with 

the ability to bind with SLC [33, 36, 37]. After successful rearrangement of the light chain, it 

pairs with the pre-existing heavy chain to form functional BCR on the surface of pre-B cells. 

The immature B cells in the bone marrow are then checked for eventual reactivity to self-

antigens, and autoreactive clones undergo a second rearrangement of their V and J gene 

segments in the light chain loci to remove the autoreactivity [38]. If the gene editing is 

unsuccessful in removing the autoreactivity, the cell undergoes apoptosis, a process known as 

clonal deletion. Autoreactive B cells can also become short-lived anergic B cells. Weak BCR 

affinity to self-antigen may promote anergy while stronger signals promote deletion [39-41]. 

The anergic B cells may pass through the central tolerance checkpoint and populate secondary 

lymphoid tissues. In the periphery, transitional B cells undergo a second checkpoint to check 

for reactivity to self-antigens that are not expressed in the bone marrow. B cells that are 

stimulated by autoantigen do not receive T cell help and subsequently ignored from activation  

[42]. Like the B cells, T cells also undergo tolerance mechanisms (not described here) that 

eliminate self-reactive cells, ensuring that autoreactive B cells will not get T cell help for 

activation.  

1.9 Autoimmunity 

 The central and peripheral tolerance mechanisms of lymphocytes are most often capable 

of avoiding auto-reactivity. However, with the involvement of several genetic, epigenetic and 

environmental factors, autoreactive lymphocytes may escape the tolerance checkpoints and 

cause autoimmune disease. The gluten-sensitive enteropathy celiac disease is one example of 
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an autoimmune disease, where autoreactive B cells are activated and give rise to autoantibodies 

against the enzyme transglutaminase 2 (TG2) [43].  

1.10 Celiac disease 

 Celiac disease (CD) is a chronic gluten-sensitive T-cell-mediated enteropathy that is 

caused by harmful immune responses against dietary gluten peptides of wheat, barley and rye 

[44]. The disease is characterised by the production of autoantibodies against TG2 in genetically 

susceptible individuals. The inflammatory immune response leads to destruction of small 

intestinal epithelial cells that eventually causes the characteristic histological changes, 

including villous atrophy (flattening of villi), crypt hyperplasia (elongation of the crypt) and 

leukocyte infiltration in the intestinal mucosa. These physiological changes in the small 

intestine can lead to malabsorption and consequently malnutrition in the CD patients, especially 

in children [45]. Intestinal and extra-intestinal symptoms like abdominal distension, diarrhoea, 

weight loss and skin lesions are commonly seen in CD patients [46].  

1.10.1 Genetic predisposition 

 Twins and family-based CD studies report a strong genetic association [47, 48], pointing 

to genes in addition to gluten consumption as a primary driver of disease development. The 

majority of CD patients carry MHC II alleles that encode HLA-DQ2.5 (HLA-DQA1*05 and 

HLA-DQB1*02), whereas the remaining express HLA-DQ8 (HLA-DQA1*03 and HLA-

DQB1*03:02) or HLA-DQ2.2 (HLA-DQA1*02:01 and HLA-DQB1*02) [49, 50]. Despite 

consuming gluten, only a fraction of HLA-DQ2.5 and HLA-DQ8 positive individuals develop 

the disease, suggesting the involvement of other genetic and/or environmental factors in disease 

development.  

1.10.2 Immunopathogenesis of CD 

The strong MCH II molecule association suggests that the presentation of antigen to 

CD4+ T cells is crucial for celiac disease development. Indeed, gluten-specific CD4+ T cells 

can be found in intestinal biopsies from CD patients, but not in healthy individuals [51, 52]. 

These gluten-specific CD4+ T cells produce pro-inflammatory cytokines like interferon-γ (INF-

γ), IL-21 and IL-22 [53, 54]. The cytokines released by gluten-specific CD4+ T cells are 

believed to be important for mediating the destruction of enterocytes. Furthermore, intestinal 

epithelial cells in CD patients produce high levels of IL-15 and IL-7, which in turn activate the 

CD8+ intraepithelial lymphocytes (IELs). Activated IELs then mediate the killing of epithelial 
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cells [55]. The level of IL-15 production correlates with disease progression [56]. IL-21 

produced by the activated gluten-specific CD4+ T cells provide differentiation and activation 

signals not only to gluten-specific B cells but also to the TG2-specific autoreactive B cells [43, 

57, 58].  

The enzyme TG2 plays an important role in celiac disease development through creating 

the T-cell epitopes, as the gluten reactive T cells favour deamidated gluten peptides where 

certain glutamine residues have been converted to glutamate through TG2-catalysed 

deamidation. Interestingly the enzyme (TG2), that involve in deamidation of gluten peptides 

are subjected as the autoantigen in CD. The exact mechanism behind this is not clearly 

identified. However, TG2-specific B cells are believed to take up TG2-gluten complexes, 

allowing the presentation of gluten peptides on HLA-DQ molecules to gluten-specific T cells, 

which provide the activation signals for TG2-specific B cells [57]. 

Gluten-specific CD4+ T cells isolated from gut biopsies of active CD patients show 

preferences for deamidated gluten peptides over their native form [59]. Gluten peptides are rich 

in glutamine and proline residues, a characteristic that makes these peptides resistant to gastric 

and intestinal proteases and relatively long undigested fragments make it to the small intestinal 

epithelium. How the gluten peptides pass the epithelial layer of the intestine is not clearly 

understood [60], but beneath the intestinal layer, these gluten peptides serve as an excellent 

substrate for TG2 [61]. The glutamine residues residing in Q(X)P  (X means any amino acid, 

except glutamine) sequence motifs are preferred for deamidation by TG2 [62]. The deamidated 

gluten peptides carrying negatively charged anchor residues that are suitable to fit in the 

positively charged binding pocket of HLA-DQ2.5 or HLA-DQ8 molecules (P4, P6 and P7 in 

DQ2.5 and P1, P9 in DQ8) and facilitating efficient presentation of peptide to T cells by 

increasing the pMHC half-life [63].  

1.10.3 Antibody response in CD 

Celiac patients have considerable expansion of the plasma cell population and antibody 

secretion in the small intestinal lamina propria. A substantial number of plasma cells are 

secreting antibodies targeting deamidated gluten-peptides (DGP) and autoantibodies against 

TG2 [43, 57] and the level of antibody secretion depends on continuous exposure of dietary 

gluten.   
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The analysis of single, gluten [64] or TG2-specific [65] gut plasma cells from CD 

patients shows high level of IgA antibodies in the mucosal site. Immunofluorescence staining 

and flow cytometry analysis of gut biopsy samples showed that, on average, 10% of all IgA 

plasma cells are TG2-specific in the celiac lesion [65]. About 1%  of the gut plasma cells are 

specific to deamidated gluten peptide [66]. 

The anti-TG2-IgA and anti-DGP-IgG serological tests are highly accurate in CD 

diagnosis [67]. The anti-TG2-IgA test is now used for diagnosis of CD without a gut biopsy, 

especially in children [67, 68]. In IgA-deficient patients, anti-TG2-IgG is useful as a diagnostic 

marker [69]. Although serum antibody tests are very accurate, biopsy analysis for small 

intestinal histological change remains the gold standard for diagnosis in adults.  

1.10.4 Characteristics of the anti-TG2 autoantibodies 

 The generation of TG2-specific plasma cells is strongly associated with CD, and their 

possible involvement as dominant APCs in inflamed intestinal tissue [70] suggest a crucial role 

of B cells in disease development. However, the antibodies generated from TG2-specific 

plasma cells are not known to have a pathogenic effect, and they have no or very limited 

inhibitory effect on TG2 activity [71].  

Generation a panel of 63 TG2-specific recombinant human monoclonal antibodies 

(hmAbs) [65] and bulk high-throughput sequencing (HTS) [72] of TG2-reactive gut plasma 

cells showed a bias toward the selection of IGHV5-51 gene segment in their BCR heavy chain. 

TG2-specific autoantibodies are also selective in the selection of certain kappa light chains. 

High throughput sequencing of the paired heavy and light repertoire of TG2-specific gut plasma 

cells from 10 treated and untreated CD patients showed preferential pairing of IGKV1-5 

variable gene segments with IGHV5-51 heavy chain [73]. This preferential pairing of IGHV5-

51:IGKV1-5 gene segments suggest that antibodies using this pairing have a better fit to interact 

with TG2.  

Moreover, TG2-specific plasma cells using IGHV5-51 accumulate fewer mutations in 

their Ig genes compared to plasma cells using other IGHV segments, and TG2-specific 

antibodies retain their TG2 reactivity even when reverted to the predicted germline version [65, 

73, 74]. This scarcity of mutations may indicate an extrafollicular maturation route for TG2-

specific B cells [28].  
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Epitope-mapping studies have revealed that the TG2-specific antibodies are biased in 

targeting partially overlapping epitopes (termed as epitope 1, 2, 3 and 4) in N-terminal domain 

of TG2, and there is a strong correlation between IGHV usage and epitope targeting. On that 

notion, antibodies using the IGHV5-51:IGKV1-5 pair always target epitope 1 [75].

 Furthermore, a molecular dynamic (MD) study to analyse the interaction between TG2 

and IGHV5-51:IGKV1-5 antibody (679-14-E06) suggested that, heavy chain residues within 

CDR-H2 (Asp-62, Asp-64), FR3 (Lys-82, Ser-83) and CDR-H3 (Asp-111), as well as a light 

chain residue in CDR-L2 (Lys-56), are involved in making interactions with TG2 residues [76]. 

This result could explain the preferential selection of IGHV5-51 and IGKV1-5 gene segments 

by epitope 1 specific antibodies. Moreover, a recent study suggests that the N-terminal domain-

specific B cells are most efficient in taking up TG2-gluten complexes and presenting 

deamidated gluten peptide to T cells [74]. 

1.10.5 Transglutaminase 2 (TG2)  

 TG2 is primarily a cytosolic protein but can also be found in other cellular 

compartments. TG2 is involved in many cellular processes like endothelial cell cycle 

progression [77], apoptosis [78], cell survival [77] and extracellular matrix modification 

through crosslinking of proteins [79]. TG2 is ubiquitously expressed as an intracellular protein. 

Moreover, it can also be found extracellularly, where it can catalyse Ca2+ dependent protein 

deamidation as well as cross-linking (transamidation) through the formation of Nε (γ-glutamyl) 

lysine isopeptide bonds [80]. However, it is not clear, how TG2 export out-side of the cytosol. 

In the cytosolic compartment, where the Ca2+ concentration is low, TG2 acts as a GTPase in the 

presence of GTP/GDP [81].  

Depending upon the localisation and binding of effector molecules, TG2 can adopt at-

least two distinct conformations. In the cytosol, TG2 adopts a closed conformation through the 

binding of GTP, GDP and ATP where the two C-terminal domains (C1 and C2) are flipped 

over the core domain (figure 6). Adopting the closed conformation by binding of GTP and GDP 

inhibits the transamidation activity of TG2 [81]. On the other hand, extracellular TG2 likely 

adopts an “open” conformation, where the four domains (N, Core, C1 and C2) are arranged in 

line [82] (Figure 6). The open conformation of TG2 is believed to be involved in the 

transamidation and deamidation activity.  
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Figure 6: Conformational changes in the TG2 structure upon binding of effector 

molecules. A) TG2 adopts an “open” conformation upon binding a peptide inhibitor (orange 

stick) in the active site (PDB code 2Q3Z) [82]. In this conformation the four domains (N-

terminal (blue), catalytic core (cyan), first C-terminal (C1) domain (gray 90) and second C-

terminal (C2) domain (tint wheat)) are elongated. B) Upon binding of GTP (not shown), TG2 

adopts a “closed” conformation (PDB code 4PYG) [83] where the two C-terminal domains (C1 

and C2 domain) are bent and block the catalytic core-domain. 
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2 Aims 

The overall focus of this study was to analyse the involvement of V(D)J gene 

recombination and mutations in anti-TG2 antibodies for TG2 specificity and affinity. 

More specifically, the main aims of my thesis were: 

1. To characterise the CDR3 loops among the TG2-specific autoantibodies by analysing 

the BCR repertoire of TG2-specific plasma cells isolated from the gut biopsies of CD 

patients. 

2. To analyse the involvement of the CDR3 loops on TG2 binding. 

3. To analyse the role of heavy and light chain residues on TG2 affinity. 

4. To analyse the role of mutations in autoantibodies targeting different regions (N-

terminal domain, core domain or C-terminal domain) of TG2. 
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3 Materials and Methods 

 

3.1 General methods 

3.1.1 Digestion with restriction enzymes 

In order to ligate antibody-encoding DNA fragments into expression vectors (discuss 

later), antibody DNA and vector DNA were digested with appropriate restriction enzymes in 

suitable reaction buffer (NEB, USA). In general, 1 µl of each restriction enzyme was used in a 

total volume of 20 μl, and the reaction was allowed to proceed for 2 hours at 37C.  

3.1.2 Ligation of DNA fragments into expression vector 

Ligation was performed using T4 DNA ligase with excess fragmented DNA over vector 

(3:1 molar ratio). In general, DNA fragments and vectors were mixed with 1.5 μl of T4 DNA 

ligase and 1x ligation buffer (NEB, USA) in a total volume of 15 µl, followed by overnight 

incubation at 16°C. 

3.1.3 Agarose gel electrophoresis 

 Digested DNA fragments, expression vectors and PCR products were run on 1-2% 

(w/vol) agarose gels. Midori Green DNA stain was added to the gel solution to enable the 

visualisation of DNA by UV light. Samples were mixed with loading dye and run on the gel 

using 1xTBE (1.0 mM Tris, 1 M Boric acid, 0.01 M EDTA) as running buffer at constant 

voltage (80V) for 45 minutes together with an appropriate DNA ladder. 

3.1.4 Transformation of antibody expression vectors into E. coli 

Plasmid DNA was amplified in E. coli, using CaCl2 competent XL-10 cells according 

to standard protocols. In general, 5 μl of the expression vector DNA was added to 45 μl of 

competent cells in pre-chilled 14-ml falcon polypropylene round-bottom tubes with 2 μl of 

XL10-gold β-mercaptoethanol (β-ME). After 30 minutes of incubation on ice, the plasmid DNA 

was transformed into E. coli by the heat shock method (42°C for 30 seconds followed by 2 

minutes of cooling on ice). The cells were incubated for 1 hour at 37°C after adding pre-heated 

500 μl of SOC medium. 200 µl of the mixture was plated onto agar plates containing 50 μg/ml 

ampicillin and incubated overnight at 37°C. A single colony was then inoculated into 5 ml or 

200 ml LB medium with ampicillin for miniprep or maxiprep DNA purification, respectively. 
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3.1.5 Isolation and purification of plasmid DNA  

Plasmid DNA was isolated and purified from bacterial cultures by using Monarch® 

Plasmid Miniprep or Genopure plasmid maxi kit (Roche) by following the manufacturer's 

instructions. The purified DNA concentrations were measured using a NanoDrop 

spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific). 

3.1.6 DNA sequencing 

After cloning and purification of plasmid DNA, correct heavy and light chain antibody 

sequences were confirmed by DNA sequencing (GATC Biotech, Germany).  

3.2 Preparation of different anti-TG2 antibody DNA 

fragments 

3.2.1 Synthetic anti-TG2 antibody DNA 

A panel of synthetic heavy and light chain variable (VH and VL) region DNA fragments 

with appropriate 5´and 3´restriction enzyme sites were ordered from Genscript Inc, USA to 

generate antibody sequences obtained from TG2-specific gut plasma cells of CD patients [73]. 

The synthetic DNA sequences were supplied in the pUC57 vector, which were processed to 

insert the antibody DNA into the appropriate expression vector for protein production. In 

general, all heavy and light chain sequences contained a 5´AgeI restriction site whereas the 

3´end contained either a SalI (heavy chain), BsiWI (kappa light chain) or XhoI (lambda light 

chain) restriction site. 

3.2.2 Cloning of VH DNA into the expression vector to produce a full-length IgG1 

antibody 

 Synthetic VH chain DNA was cloned into IgG-AbVec expression vector (GenBank Id: 

FJ475055.1), which also contains AgeI and SalI restriction sites. Downstream of the SalI 

restriction site, the IgG1 expression vector contains the human Cγ1 constant region gene. 

Synthetic DNA and the expression vector were digested with AgeI-HF and SalI-HF (NEB) 

restriction enzymes, as described in 3.1.2. The digested DNA fragment and vector were 

separated on 1% agarose gel (3.1.3) and purified from the gel using Monarch gel extraction kit 

(NEB) following the manufacturer’s instructions. Finally, the VH fragment was ligated into the 

expression vector. 
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3.2.3 Producing Fab antibody from full-length IgG1 

Full-length IgG1 expression vector containing VH gene was amplified by PCR, using 

VH-AgeI-V2-sense (tttctagtagcaactgcaac), which anneals in the leader region of the vector, as 

forward primer and Fab(new)-stop-HindIII-anti 

(atccaagcttcagtcacaagatttgggctcaactttcttgtccacc) as reverse primer. The reverse primer 

introduced a stop codon and HindIII restriction site after the CH1 constant region gene segment 

of the vector. In short 1 μl of template DNA, 0.5 μl of each forward and reverse primer, 0.5 μl 

10 mM dNTPs, 5 μl 5x Phusion HF buffer with 0.5 μl Phusion polymerase in a reaction volume 

of 25 μl was used for thermal cycling (1 minute, 98°C; 35x (15 seconds, 98°C / 30 seconds, 

58°C / 60 seconds, 72°C); 7 minutes, 72°C; forever, 4°C). The PCR product was run on 1% 

agarose gel, and Fab DNA fragment of 750 bp was extracted from the gel. The PCR product 

and IgG-AbVec vector were digested with AgeI and HindIII restriction enzymes, and the DNA 

fragment was ligated into the expression vector.  

3.2.4 Cloning of Vκ light chain DNA into the expression vector 

Synthetic Vκ light chain DNA was used to clone into Igκ-AbVec (GenBank Id: 

FJ475056.1) expression vector. Vκ Light chain DNA fragments were used to clone into the 

expression vector between AgeI and BsiWI restriction enzyme sites as described above. The 

Igκ-AbVec expression vector contains the Cκ constant region gene after the BsiWI restriction 

site resulting in full-length Kappa light chain DNA (supplementary figure 1). 

3.2.5 Cloning of Vλ light chain DNA into the expression vector 

Synthetic Vλ light chain was used to clone into Ig λ-AbVec expression vector (GenBank 

Id: FJ517647.1) after digesting both synthetic and vector DNA with AgeI and XhoI restriction 

enzymes as described above. The Ig λ-AbVec expression vector contains the C λ2 constant region 

gene downstream of the XhoI restriction site (supplementary figure 1). 

3.2.6 Production of predicted germline antibody from mature antibody gene by 

introducing point mutation 

A panel of germline antibody DNA was produced by introducing point mutations in the 

mature antibody genes. To predict the germline configuration of the mature antibody, the 

international ImMunoGeneTics information system (IMGT) database of immunoglobulin 

repertoires was used (http://www.imgt.org). Mutations were introduced into the template DNA 

by using the quick-change multi-site-directed mutagenesis kit (Agilent) following the 
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manufacturer’s instructions. For one clonal family (1263-E) of plasma cells, both germline and 

affinity-matured sequences were available. In this case, mutations were introduced into the 

germline sequence to generate mature antibodies [73]. 

3.3 Producing swap antibodies 

3.3.1 Producing heavy/light chain swapped variants of two antibodies using the same 

heavy chain V gene but different light chain V gene segments  

To produce heavy/light chain swapped antibodies, 679-14-E06 and 1263-E07 antibodies 

were used. The heavy chain of 679-14-E06 was expressed together with the light chain of 1263-

E07 and vice versa to produce the hybrid antibodies (679-14-E06H:1263-E07L and 1263-

E07H:679-14-E06L). As both of the mother antibodies have identical unmutated IGHV5-51 

regions, the result of the swap is effectively to exchange the CDR-H3 region (figure 7, A vs C 

and B vs D). 

 

Figure 7: Genomic arrangement of mother and swap antibodies. Gene segments used in 

679-14-E06 (A) and 1263-E07 (B). Rearranged gene segments in swap antibodies 1263-E07H: 

679-14-E06L (C) and 679-14-E06H: 1263-E07L (D). Red stars indicate the replacement 

mutations in V gene segments. 

 

3.3.2 Producing heavy/light chain swapped variants of two antibodies using the same 

heavy and light chain V gene segments 

Another set of swapped heavy/light chain variants were generated from 679-14-E06 and 

the predicted germline version of 1356-J190. Both of the mother antibodies use the IGHV5-
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51:IGKV1-5 gene pair. As above, the result of the swap is effectively to exchange the CDR-H3 

region (figure 8, A vs C and B vs D).  

 

 

Figure 8: Genomic arrangement of mother and swap antibodies. Gene segments used in 

679-14-E06 (A) and 1356-J190 (B). Rearranged gene segments in swap antibodies 679-14-

E06H: 1356-J19L (C) and 1356-J190H: 679-14-E06L (D). Red stars indicate the replacement 

mutations in V gene segments. 

 

3.3 Producing heavy chain Asp111Ala mutant of 679-14-

E06 antibody 

An Asp111Ala mutation was introduced into the heavy chain of 679-14-E06 antibody 

using SOEing PCR. The Fab 679-14-E06 was used as template in PCR, and 14E06-Asp111Ala-

forward (ccattactatgctagtctagatgc) and 14E06-Asp111Ala-reverse (gcatctagactagcatagtaatgg) 

primers were used to introduce the Asp111Ala mutation. The PCR product and the IgG-AbVec 

expression vector DNA were digested with AgeI-HF and HindIII-HF (NEB) restriction 

enzymes and ligated as described above (section 3.1.1 and 3.1.2). 

3.3.1 Converting light chain Lys56 polymorphic residue in 679-14-E06 antibody 

The polymorphic residue Lys56 in the IGKV1-5*03 allele used by 679-14-E06 was 

converted into Asp56, that found in IGKV1-5*01 allele by using SOEing PCR. 14E06-

Lys56Asp-forward (gctcctgatctatgacgcgtctagtttag) and 14E06-Lys56Asp-reverse 

(ctaaactagacgcgtcatagatcaggagc) primers were used to introduce the Lys56Asp mutation. The 
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PCR product and the Ig k-AbVec expression vector DNA were digested with AgeI-HF and 

HindIII-HF (NEB) restriction enzymes and ligated as described above. 

3.4 Transfection and expression of plasmid DNA into HEK 

293-F cells 

As antibody molecules contain disulphide bonds and glycosylation moieties, the 

production of anti-TG2 antibodies were carried out in the mammalian HEK 293-F cell line 

(Invitrogen) to obtain efficient antibody production.  The HEK 293-F cells were co-transfected 

with 100 μg (7.14 mg/ml) of each heavy and light chain containing expression plasmid into 14 

mL of FreeStyleTM F17 expression medium (Thermo Fisher) and 1 mL of 25kD 

polyethylenimine (PEI; 1 mg/mL, pH 7.0) were mixed and incubated for 15 minutes at room 

temperature. Then, the DNA-PEI mixture was added into 100 ml of HEK 293-F cell culture 

and incubated with rotatory shaking in a humidified 37°C incubator with 8% CO2. After six 

days, antibodies were harvested from the cell culture supernatants. 

3.5 Antibody purification by affinity chromatography 

A protein G column (GE Healthcare) was used to purify the full-length antibodies. The 

protein G column specifically binds the constant region of IgG heavy chains. Kappa light chain 

containing Fab fragments were purified using a HiTrap protein L column (GE Healthcare) that 

specifically binds to kappa light chain constant region. A column packed with LC-lambda 

(human) matrix (Thermo Fisher) was used to purify lambda light chain containing Fab 

antibodies. The LC-lambda column specifically binds the lambda constant region of the 

antibody. The proteins were eluted from the columns by using an elution buffer with low pH 

(0.1 M glycine, HCL; pH 2.5).  
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3.6 Binding of anti-TG2 antibody to TG2  

The binding of anti-TG2 antibodies are sensitive on the conformational state of TG2, 

and previously it has been demonstrated that E. coli produced TG2 primarily adopts a closed 

conformation. Whereas, the TG2 produced in insect cells primarily adopts an open 

conformation [75]. 3 µg of human TG2 and 10 µg BSA (as a negative control) were coated 

overnight at 4°C in ELISA plates using TBS (tris-buffered saline) as buffer. To avoid unspecific 

binding of antibodies, TBS containing 0.1% (v/v) Tween 20 (TBST) was used in subsequent 

washing and incubation steps. Full-length anti-TG2 antibodies (for epitope mapping) or Fab 

fragments (for binding assay) were added in a serial dilution and incubated at 37ºC for one 

hour. Alkaline phosphatase (AP)-conjugated goat anti-human IgG (Sigma) secondary 

antibodies (diluted 1:2000) was used to detect binding of the primary antibodies and incubated 

one hour at 37ºC. After the addition of phosphatase substrate (figure 9), absorbance was 

measured at 405 nm in a microplate reader (Thermo Scientific). Saturation binding curves were 

generated using nonlinear regression. 

Figure 9: Graphical illustration of ELISA set up to analyse the binding of full-length IgG1 

to TG2. 

 

3.6.1 Competitive ELISA to analyse targeting of individual TG2 epitopes 

For competitive ELISA, TG2 was coated as described above. After washing, three IgA1 

competitor mAbs that targeting different N-terminal epitopes (epitope1, epitope2, and epitope3) 

on TG2 was added in a serial dilution (5-10 µg/ml of mAbs) and incubated at 37ºC for 30 

minutes in 80 µl TBST. Without removing the IgA1 mAbs, 0.5 µg/ml IgG1 mAb was added in 

the well with 20 µl of TBST and incubated one hour at 37ºC. Bound IgG1 mAb was detected 

by adding AP-conjugated secondary anti-human IgG antibodies and phosphatase substrate as 
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described in (3.6). The relative binding in presence of competing IgA1 mAb was calculated 

based on the signal obtained in the absence of competition. 

3.7 Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) analysis to measure 

the affinity of mAbs for TG2 

 ELISA assays are useful to determine the antibody binding to antigen but cannot provide 

the true binding affinity values. To determine the TG2 binding affinity of antibodies, SPR 

analysis was performed. This analysis allows the monitoring of real-time association and 

dissociation of antibodies to TG2, and do not require any labelling [84]. 

The SPR analysis was performed on a BIAcore T200 instrument (GE Healthcare, USA). 

Neutravidin was immobilised on CM5 series-S sensor chips by amine-coupling chemistry 

according to the manufacturer's protocol. Then, different conformational states of TG2 

(untreated or GDP treated) with either N-terminal or C-terminal BirA-biotin tag was captured 

on flow cell two and four to obtain 150-250 resonance units (RU). In reference flow cells (one 

and three) no TG2 was captured, and these flow cells were used to subtract the background 

from the response obtained in the test flow cells. Kinetic binding measurements were performed 

by injecting different concentrations (two to three-fold dilution series) of Fab fragments in 

HBS-P buffer (0.01 M HEPES; pH 7.4, 0.15 M NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, 0.05% v/v surfactant P20). 

The Fab fragments were used to get the monovalent interaction with TG2. All antibodies were 

run with a constant flow rate of 30 μl/minutes and a temperature of 16°C. All data were buffer 

subtracted and neutravidin cell (reference) subtracted using the T200 Evaluation V4.1 software. 

The kinetic rate constants were determined by using a 1:1 ligand-binding model.  

3.8 Sequence analysis of TG2+ and TG2- antibodies 

isolated from gut plasma cells 

 By taking advantage of single-cell sequencing, members of the group have previously 

sorted, and sequenced heavy and light chain paired Ig repertoires of TG2+ and TG2- gut plasma 

cells from 19 celiac disease patients [73, 74]. All the sequencing data were processed and stored 

using an in-house developed sequence analysis platform: Immune Receptor Information 

System (IRIS).  
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 In this study, sequences from 2329 TG2+ and 1398 TG2- gut plasma cells were used for 

B cell receptor analysis by using IRIS (Table 1).  

Table 1: Number of single cells with VH and VL sequence information. 

number of single cellsNo of clonotypes Heterogeneity(%)*

Patient ID        TG2+          TG2-       TG2+        TG2-      TG2+        TG2-

CD1245** 31 125 22 118 70,96774 94,4

CD1256** 93 73 56 69 60,21505 94,52055

CD1257** 120 134 73 128 60,83333 95,52239

CD1259** 76 100 52 96 68,42105 96

CD1263** 58 59 38 58 65,51724 98,30508

CD1320** 147 162 78 133 53,06122 82,09877

CD1322** 259 272 148 252 57,14286 92,64706

CD1332** 277 289 171 276 61,73285 95,50173

CD1338** 145 104 123 101 84,82759 97,11538

CD1356** 230 41 94 38 40,86957 92,68293

CD1390*** 140 0 80 0 57,14286 0

CD1393*** 131 0 66 0 50,38168 0

CD1407*** 244 0 153 0 62,70492 0

CD1467*** 36 0 27 0 75 0

CD1468*** 252 0 78 0 30,95238 0

CD1359 4 8 4 6 100 75

CD1377 27 0 22 0 81,48148 0

CD1261 16 31 11 31 68,75 100

CD1438 43 0 20 0 46,51163 0

Total 2329 1398 1316 1306  

* Percent heterogeneity was calculated by dividing the number of clonotype by the number of 

single cells and multiply by 100.  

** Reported in reference [73]. 

*** Reported in reference [74].  

Unpublished data (green).  
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4 Results  
 

4.1 Analysis of CDR3 loops among TG2-specific gut 

plasma cells  

Analysis of TG2-specific antibodies isolated from gut plasma cells showed restricted 

use of heavy and light chain V gene segments [65, 72, 73]. Most strikingly, IGHV5-51 was the 

most dominant heavy chain V gene which used by 50% of TG2+ plasma cells, on average [65]. 

In addition, high-throughput single-cell Ig analysis of 1482 TG2+ and 1421 TG2- gut plasma 

cells showed frequent usage of IGKV1-39 (18.4%) and IGKV1-5 (14.4%) light chain gene 

segments among TG2+ cells [73]. Specifically, the IGHV5-51 using plasma cells showed biased 

pairing with IGKV1-5 light chains and,  at a lower frequency, with IGKV1-39 and IGKV3-20 

genes [73]. The striking biased selection of certain IGHV and IGKV gene segments indicate 

that the binding of TG2 may primarily be mediated by CDR1 and CDR2 loops of the antibody. 

In this study, we tried to understand the role of the CDR3 loops of TG2-specific antibodies in 

TG2 binding. To get a more detailed understanding of the TG2-specific B cell selection, we 

analysed the heavy and light chain CDR3 loops among TG2-specific plasma cells using the two 

most common IGHV:IGKV pairs (IGHV5-51:IGKV1-5 and IGHV5-51:IGKV1-39). The 

analysis is based on high throughput single-cell Ig sequencing data from 2329 TG2+ and 1398 

TG2- plasma cells isolated from gut biopsies of 19 treated and untreated celiac disease patients 

(Table 1) [73, 74]. The analysis of sequencing data was performed using an in-house-developed 

sequence analysis pipeline: Immune Receptor Information System (IRIS).  

4.1.1 TG2-specific IGHV5-51:IGKV1-39 plasma cells show preference for IGHD2 gene 

selection 

To simplify the analysis and interpretation of the results, IGHD gene segment usage 

was assessed at the level of D gene families rather than individual gene segments (For example, 

IGHD1-7 and IGHD1-14 both belong to the IGHD1 family). Frequencies were calculated based 

on clonotypes rather than individual cells to avoid the effect of clonal expansion. TG2-specific 

IGHV5-51:IGKV1-39 plasma cells were found to prefer IGHD2 (43.75%) gene segment (figure 

10.A). The TG2-specific IGHV5-51:IGKV1-5  plasma cells showed a similar distribution of 
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IGHD gene  (figure 10.A) as TG2+ plasma cells using other IGHV segments than IGHV5-51 

and TG2- plasma cells, with IGHD3 being the most frequently used IGHD family both in TG2+ 

and TG2- gut plasma cells (figure 10.B).  

In short, these results indicate that TG2-specific IGHV5-51 plasma cells in combination 

with different kappa light chain V gene segments have different selection for IGHD gene 

segments. In particular, IGHV5-51:IGKV1-39 plasma cells show a striking bias toward IGHD2, 

suggesting the involvement of CDR-H3 in binding to TG2.  

 

Figure 10: Frequency of D gene usage in TG2+ and TG2- gut plasma cells. A) Frequency 

of different IGHD families among TG2-specific IGHV5-51:IGKV1-39 plasma cells and 

IGHV5-51:IGKV1-5 plasma cells. B) Frequency of IGHD families among TG2+ plasma cells 

using IGHV gene segments other than IGHV5-51 (other) and TG2- plasma cells. The number 

of unique clonotypes (denoted by N) was used to calculate the usage frequency.  

 

4.1.2 IGHJ and IGKJ selection among TG2-specific plasma cells  

 We also analysed the J gene usage among the TG2+ plasma cells that use IGHV5-

51:IGKV1-5 and IGHV5-51:IGKV1-39 gene pairs. Compared to the general population of 

plasma cells (Non-IGHV5-51 TG2+ and TG2-), TG2+ plasma cells that use IGHV5-51:IGKV1-

5 pairs showed an overrepresentation of IGHJ3 (31.28%) in their heavy chain (figure 11.A) and 

IGKJ2 (60.90%) gene segments in their light chain (figure 11.B). The TG2-specific plasma 

cells using IGHV5-51:IGKV1-39 pairs did not show any particular preferences for J gene 

segments in their heavy and light chains (figure 11.A-B).  

 In conclusion, the biased selection of IGHJ3 and IGKJ2 gene segments among IGHV5-

51:IGKV1-5 plasma cells suggest the involvement of heavy and light chain CDR3 loops in 

binding to TG2.  
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Figure 11: Frequency of J gene usage in TG2+ and TG2- gut plasma cells.  A) Usage of J 

gene segments in heavy chain. B) Usage of J gene segments in kappa light chains. The number 

of unique clonotypes (denoted by N) was used to calculate the usage frequency.  

  

4.1.3 TG2-specific plasma cells show different length bias in their heavy and light chain 

CDR3 loops 

 We observed a striking difference in CDR3 loop lengths between TG2-specific plasma 

cells using IGHV5-51:IGKV1-5 and IGHV5-51:IGKV1-39 pairs. Whereas, IGHV5-51:IGKV1-

5 plasma cells used relatively short heavy chain CDR3 loops and long light chain CDR3 loops, 

IGHV5-51:IGKV1-39 plasma cells showed the opposite pattern with long heavy chain CDR3 

loops and shorter light chain CDR3 loops (figure 12.A-B).  

 Together with the observed bias toward certain D and J gene segments, the preference 

for CDR3 loops of particular lengths suggest that the properties of heavy and light chain CDR3 

loops may play an important role for binding of IGHV5-51 antibodies to TG2.  
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Figure 12: CDR3 length among TG2+ and TG2- plasma cells. A)  Usage of heavy chain 

CDR3 loops of various lengths (number of amino acids) among TG2+ plasma cells with 

IGHV5-51:IGKV1-5 and IGHV5-51:IGKV1-39 pairs (left), as well as TG2+ plasma cells using 

IGHV segments other than IGHV5-51 (other) and TG2- plasma cells (right panel). B) Usage of 

light chain CDR3 loops of various lengths among the same plasma cell populations. The 

number of unique clonotypes (denoted as N) was used to calculate the frequency. 

 

4.1.4 Sequence conservation in heavy and light chain CDR3 loops of IGHV5-51:IGKV1-

5 and IGHV5-51:IGKV1-39 plasma cells 

 We analysed the amino acid sequences of the heavy and light chain CDR3 loops of 

TG2+ plasma cells that use IGHV5-51:IGKV1-5 and IGHV5-51:IGKV1-39 pairs. To analyse 

the degree of conservation, we aligned the amino acid sequences of plasma cells with the most 

common CDR3 lengths (Figure 13).  

 The heavy chain CDR3 loop of TG2-specific IGHV5-51:IGKV1-5 plasma cells showed 

a particular preference for negatively charged Asp (D) residue in specific positions, both in the 

13 and 14 aa long sequences (Figure 13.A). These Asp (D) residues were not observed among 

TG2- plasma cells with 14 aa long CDR3 loops (Figure 13.E). The IGHV5-51:IGKV1-39 

plasma cells showed a specific pattern of two Cys (C) residues close to each other in their heavy 

chain CDR3 (figure 13.B). This specific pattern of Cys (C) is a characteristic of IGHD2 gene 

segments and thus reflects the preference for IGHD2 gene segments in IGHV5-51:IGKV1-39 

plasma cells (Figure 10.A).  
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 For the light chains, most of the CDR3 is made up of the V gene segment and thus 

reflects the selection of IGHV5-51:IGKV pairs. In addition to the V and J segment-encoded 

residues (indicated with green and blue arrows in figure 13), the dominant 11 aa long light chain 

CDR3 loop of IGHV5-51:IGKV1-5 pairs contains two residues generated by N-nucleotide 

insertions. Non-polar amino acids seem to be selected for these two residues (figure 13.C).  

 These results indicate that TG2-specific IGHV5-51 plasma cells using different light 

chain V segments show preferences for different amino acid composition in their CDR3 loop. 

In particular, the selection of negatively charged Asp (D) in certain positions may play a role 

in TG2 binding among the IGHV5-51:IGKV1-5 plasma cells. Moreover, the sequencing data 

indicate that, besides V gene-encoded CDR1 and CDR2 loops, TG2-specific plasma cells also 

depend on specific CDR3 loop properties for binding to TG2. 

 

Figure 13: Conservation of amino acid sequences in CDR3 loops in TG2+ and TG2- 

plasma cells using different heavy and light chain pairs. A) Amino acid conservation in 14 

aa and 13 aa long heavy chain CDR3 for TG2+ IGHV5-51:IGKV1-5 pair plasma cells. B) 

Amino acid conservation in 18 and 19 aa long heavy chain CDR3 for TG2+ IGHV5-51:IGKV1-

39 pair plasma cells. C) 11 aa long and D) 9 aa long CDR3 loops in light chains of TG2-specific 

IGHV5-51:IGKV1-5 and IGHV5-51:IGKV1-39 plasma cells, respectively. E) 14 aa long heavy 

chain CDR3 loops in TG2- plasma cells. The graphs show the probability of the indicated amino 

acids on the y-axis and amino acid position in CDR3 loop (IMGT numbering) on the x-axis. 

The residues within V and J segments are marked with green and blue double arrows, 

respectively. Positively and negatively charged residues are marked with colours. The amino 
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acid residues that account for less than 10% are excluded from the plot for better visualisation. 

The sequence logo plots with all amino acid identities are shown in supplementary figure 2.  

All the sequences (denoted as N) with the same CDR3 length were used to generate the logo 

plots. Sequence logos were generated by using the weblogo 3.7.2 online tool [85].  

4.2 TG2-specific antibodies depend on heavy chain CDR3 

loop with specific properties for TG2 binding 

 To assess the involvement of heavy chain CDR3 on TG2 binding, we produced two-

hybrid antibodies (679-14-E06H:1263-E7L and 1263-E7H:679-14-E06L) by swapping the 

heavy and light chains of 679-14-E06 and germline-encoded 1263-E7 antibodies (see material 

and method section 3.3.1). Both of the mother antibodies have unmutated IGHV5-51 segment 

but differ in IGHD, IGHJ and IGKV, IGKJ genes and have different CDR3 length in their heavy 

and light chains (supplementary table 2). In addition, the light chain of 679-14-E06 has two 

replacement mutations. Thus, when producing the “swapped” antibodies, the heavy chain 

CDR3 loop is essentially replaced, but the IGHV region (including the CDR1 and CDR2 loops) 

is kept constant.  

In SPR, both the swap antibodies did not show any measurable TG2 affinity (figure 

14.A and supplementary table1), which was also confirmed by ELISA (supplementary figure 

11). These results suggest that TG2-specific antibodies depend on their heavy chain CDR3 

region for TG2 binding. In addition, the results indicate that IGHV5-51 antibodies paired with 

different IGKV segments recognise slightly different TG2 epitopes, although the antibodies 

show competition for binding in ELISA (supplementary figure 3.B). 

 To see if we would observe the same effect on TG2 binding when swapping heavy and 

light chains of two antibodies using the same IGHV:IGKV gene combination, we produced two 

additional hybrid antibodies (679-14-E06H:1356-J190L and 1356-J190H:679-14-E06L) by 

swapping the heavy and light chains between 679-14-E06 and germline reverted 1356-J190 

(see 3.3.2). The two mother antibodies use the IGHV5-51 and IGKV1-5 gene segments and have 

the same length of CDR3 loops in heavy and light chains (supplementary table 2). Thus, they 

only differ in amino acid composition of their heavy chain CDR3 and two mutations in the light 

chain of 679-14-E06. Still, 679-14-E06 showed much higher TG2 affinity than germline 1356-

J190. Efficient heavy and light chain pairing and antibody production by HEK 293F cells were 

observed for both swap antibodies (supplementary figure 10). The hybrid antibody 679-14-
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E06H:1356-J190L showed significant TG2 binding (36.18nM), whereas the 1356-J190H:679-

14-E06L showed very low affinity for TG2 in SPR (figure 14.B and supplementary table 1). 

The results were also confirmed by ELISA (supplementary figure 11).  

In this case, the affinity of the swapped antibodies followed the affinity of the mother 

antibody that they shared their heavy chain with. The two mother antibodies believe to target 

the same TG2 epitope and were also found to compete for binding in ELISA (supplementary 

figure 3.C). 

These results suggest that the heavy chain has a crucial involvement in TG2 binding, 

although the light chain seems to be important for guiding to target individual epitopes. 

Whereas, the CDR-H3 loop has a strong effect on the binding affinity.  

 

 

Figure 14: Binding of heavy chain CDR3 swap antibodies to TG2 assessed by SPR. A) 

Comparative binding of 679-14-E06H:1263-E7L and 1263-E7H:679-14-E06L swap antibodies 

as well as their mother antibodies. B) Comparative binding of 679-14-E06H:1356-J190L and 

1356-J190H:679-14-E06L as well as their mother antibodies. Numbers in parentheses indicate 

the number of mutations heavy and light chain V gene segment. 

4.3 Involvement of heavy chain CDR3 residue Asp111 and 

light chain polymorphic residue Lys56 in TG2 binding by 

antibody 679-14-E06 

 Previously, molecular dynamics (MD) simulation and mutational analysis of the 

interaction between 679-14-E06 antibody carrying the IGHV5-51:IGKV1-5 pair and TG2 

indicated the involvement of several residues in heavy and light chains in TG2 binding [76]. 
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IGHV residues in CDR2 (Asp62, Asp64), FR3 (Lys82, Ser83) and CDR3 (Asp111) and one 

IGKV residue in CDR2 (Lys56) formed putative hydrogen bonds or salt bridges with residues 

in TG2 [76]. Moreover, from the 14 aa long heavy chain CDR3 sequence analysis of IGHV5-

51:IGKV1-5 plasma cells, we observed a high frequency of  Asp111 selection in TG2-specific 

plasma cells (figure 13.A). The MD simulation suggests that Asp111 is involved in hydrogen 

bonding with Lys30 of TG2 [76]. To analyse the involvement of Asp111 in TG2 binding, we 

converted Asp111 into Ala111 in 679-14-E06 mAb. The 679-14-E06 with Asp111Ala mutation 

showed a striking loss of TG2 affinity (figure 15). Thus, in agreement with our previous studies, 

the result indicates the crucial involvement of Asp111 on TG2 binding for IGHV5-51:IGKV1-

5 antibodies. 

 The MD study suggests that Lys56 interacts with Glu8 of TG2 by forming a salt bridge 

[76]. Moreover, Lys56 is a polymorphic residue in the CDR2 region of the IGKV1-5*03 allele 

(imgt.org). In this study, we converted the light chain Lys56 into Asp56 (corresponding to allele 

*01) in 679-14-E06 to analyse the effect of this polymorphism on TG2 binding. The conversion 

was accompanied by a significant reduction in TG2 affinity (from 2.81 nM to 776.8 nM KD) 

(figure 15 and supplementary table 1). This reduction in affinity was primarily caused by a 

much faster dissociation rate of the Lys56Asp mutant (supplementary table 1).  

 Taken together, these results indicate that both residues in CDR-H3 (Asp111) and CDR-

L2 (Lys56) are important for TG2 binding, support the previously published MD simulation 

model.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15: Comparison of TG2 binding by wild-type 679-14-E06 antibody and heavy 

chain Asp111Ala and light chain Lys56Asp mutants, using SPR.  
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4.4 Production of mature and predicted germline 

antibodies that target different domains of TG2 

 The TG2-specific gut plasma cells accumulate fewer mutations in their heavy and light 

chains than other plasma cell populations [65]. The mutations that occur were previously found 

to have an effect on the TG2 affinity, but germline reverted antibodies could still bind TG2 with 

significant affinity [65, 73, 74]. To better understand the role of mutations in antibodies 

targeting different regions of TG2, we generated mature and predicted germline antibodies from 

TG2-specific gut plasma cells targeting either N-terminal domain, core domain or C-terminal 

domains of TG2 (supplementary table 2). 

 The high throughput sequencing data analysis showed that TG2-specific plasma cells 

are clonally expanded compared to the non-TG2-specific gut plasma cells [73]. The clonally 

expanded plasma cells accumulate mutations as they proliferate. To analyse the effect of 

mutations in clonally expanded plasma cells, we produced all unique antibodies from the 

CD1263-E (containing 7 cells and 5 unique sequences) and CD 1356-J (containing 8 identical 

cells) clonal families, that are representative of IGHV5-51:IGKV1-39 and IGHV5-51:IGKV1-5 

plasma cells, respectively (figure 16). Competitive binding assay suggest that antibodies 

generated from CD1263-E and CD 1356-J190 families target epitope-1 in the N-terminal 

domain of TG2 (supplementary figure 3.B-C).  

To see the effect of mutations on TG2 binding for non-N-terminal domain-specific 

antibodies, we generated mature and predicted germline antibodies that target either the core-

domain (1407-12-C06 and 1393-4-A12) or the C-terminal domains (1390-6-C08 and 1407-10-

F06) of TG2. The targeted domain on TG2 by non-N-terminal domain antibodies was 

previously identified using TG2 domain variants and a competitive binding assay [74]. 
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Figure 16: Phylogenetic trees, showing the clonal relationship between TG2-specific gut 

plasma cells that belongs to 1263-E and 1356-J clonal family. Clones having same 

IGHV/IGKV and IGHJ/IGKJ gene segments together with same junctional length and similar 

amino acid sequence within the junctional region were assigned to the same clonal group [73]. 

The number in parentheses is the number of total and replacement mutations within heavy and 

light chain (underlined) V gene segment. Text inside the circles represents the name of 

individual cells. All cells within a circle have identical heavy and light chain sequence. The 

figure is modified from ref. [73]. 

 

4.4.1 Mutations have varying effect on TG2 affinity, irrespective of the targeting domain 

 Accumulated mutations in the 1263-E family did not have a significant effect on the 

TG2 affinity (figure 17.A left panel). All the antibodies belonging to the 1263-E family, 

including 1263-E7, which had no mutations (resembling the germline configuration), showed 

approximately the same TG2 affinity in SPR (supplementary figure 4.A-B and supplementary 

table 1) and ELISA (supplementary figure 11). However, despite accumulating mutations (12), 

1263-E2 showed lower TG2 affinity then the other 1263-E family clones and it is difficult to 

speculate the reasons behind this. The accumulation of mutations in 1356-J family clones, on 

the other hand, significantly increased the TG2 affinity compared to the predicted germline 

configuration (figure 17.A right panel and supplementary figure 4.C-D).  

 The antibodies targeting the core domain, 1407-12-C06 and 1393-4-A12, showed 

decreased TG2 binding affinity in their reverted germline versions (figure 17.B and 
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supplementary table 1). Similar effects were also found for C-terminal domains targeting 1390-

6-C08 and 1407-10-F06 antibodies (figure 17.C and supplementary figure 6).   

 Taken together, these data indicate that, mutations have varying effect on TG2 affinity, 

which depends on antibodies rather than their targeted domain. Although the effect of mutations 

varied for individual antibodies, all antibodies retained the ability to bind TG2 in their predicted 

germline configuration, indicating that TG2-specific plasma cells arise from TG2-binding naïve 

B cells. 

 

Figure 17: Comparative analysis of TG2 binding affinity by mature and germline reverted 

antibodies, assessed by SPR. A) Binding affinity of clonally related antibodies from CD 1263-

E and CD 1356-J families recognising the N-terminal domain of TG2. B) Binding affinity of 

mature and germline reverted 1407-12-C06 and 1393-4-A12 antibodies recognising the core 

domain of TG2. C) Binding affinity of mature and germline reverted 1390-6-C08 and 1407-10-

F06 antibodies recognising the C-terminal domains of TG2. The effect of mutations is not 

consistent, and it varies from antibody to antibody. Thus, the effect of mutations does not seem 

to reflect the targeting of individual TG2 domains. The number in the parentheses indicate the 

total number of replacement mutations in heavy and light chain V gene segment. 
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5  Discussion 

 

  Antibody specificity and affinity for antigen are dictated by two processes: 

recombination of V, D and J gene segments and accumulation of mutations. Previous studies 

showed biased selection of certain IGHV and IGKV gene segments in TG2-specific gut plasma 

cells [65, 72, 73] suggesting the involvement of V gene encoded CDR1 and CDR2 loops in 

TG2 binding. However, the role of CDR3 in TG2 binding has not been addressed clearly. In 

addition, TG2-specific plasma cells were found to have fewer mutations, raising the question if 

the mutations play a role in TG2 affinity. In this study, we address these points by analysing 

the BCR repertoire of TG2-specific gut plasma cells and by generating different variants of 

recombinant anti-TG2 mAbs.  

 This study reveals that the preference for IGHV5-51 cannot be explained by an inherent 

ability of that gene segment to bind TG2 via CDR1 and CDR2 without the involvement of 

heavy chain CDR3. Moreover, the mutations have varying effect on the antibody affinity for 

TG2, irrespective of the targeting domain on TG2 and the extent of clonal expansion. Although 

the effect varied, the introduced mutations generally increased the affinity of the antibodies, 

indicating that TG2-specific B cells undergo limited affinity maturation, possibly outside GCs.  

5.1 Characterisation of CDR3 loops in TG2-specific gut 

plasma cells 

 TG2-specific, intestinal plasma cells have previously been shown to be restricted in 

heavy and light chain V gene selection, with preferential pairing of IGHV5-51 with IGKV1-5 

or IGKV1-39. In this study, we have analysed the TG2 specific plasma cells that use these 

IGHV:IGKV pairs. By analysing paired heavy and light chain sequences of individual TG2-

specific plasma cells, we have observed a preferential selection of D and J genes. Whereas the 

IGHV5-51:IGKV1-39 plasma cells showed preference for certain D genes (IGHD2) (figure 10), 

IGHV5-51:IGKV1-5 plasma cells showed selection of J genes (IGHJ3 and IGKJ2) in their 

heavy and light chains (figure 11). These findings indicate that properties of the CDR3 region 

are important for binding TG2 and that IGHV5-51 heavy chains paired with different light 

chains have different requirements for heavy chain CDR3 composition. Moreover, the length 
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of the CDR3 loops varied between IGHV5-51:IGKV1-5 and IGHV5-51:IGKV1-39 antibodies 

with the former having shorter heavy chain CDR3 but longer light chain CDR3 compared to 

the latter (figure 12).  

Furthermore, the dominant 14 aa long CDR-H3 loops of TG2-specific IGHV5-

51:IGKV1-5 plasma cells use negatively charged Asp (D) residues in specific positions (figure 

13). This finding agrees with previously reported MD simulation data suggesting that 

negatively charged Asp111 is involved in hydrogen bonding with TG2 residue Lys30 [76]. 

Indeed, when Asp111 in 679-14-E06 was changed to Ala111, the antibody lost almost all 

detectable TG2 binding affinity. The longer CDR-H3 loops of IGHV5-51:IGKV1-39 plasma 

cells are characterised by two Cys (C) residues, which may be involved in making a disulphide 

bridge to stabilise the long CDR-H3 (figure 13), as reported for longer CDR3 loops in humans 

and other vertebrates [86].  

5.2 Involvement of CDR3 in TG2 binding 

 The different properties of heavy and light chain CDR3 loops of IGHV5-51:IGKV1-5 

and IGHV5-51:IGKV1-39 plasma cells prompted us to further investigate the involvement of 

CDR3 loops in TG2 binding. To this end, we produced two heavy and light chain swapped 

hybrid antibodies by replacing the heavy and light chain between IGHV5-51:IGKV1-5 (679-

14-E06) and IGHV5-51:IGKV1-39 (1236-E7) antibodies. We observed no detectable TG2 

affinity in the swap antibodies (figure 14.A), which indicates a crucial involvement of the heavy 

chain CDR3 loop in binding and that IGHV5-51 antibodies paired with different IGKV gene 

segments recognize different TG2 epitopes. However, both of the mother antibodies showed 

binding competition for epitope 1 on TG2 in competitive binding assay (supplementary figure 

3.B-C). Thus, these results suggest that IGHV5-51:IGKV1-5 and IGHV5-51:IGKV1-39 

antibodies recognize slightly different but overlapping epitopes in N-terminal domain of TG2.  

 Furthermore, the hybrid antibodies produced by swapping the heavy and light chain 

between two IGHV5-51:IGKV1-5 antibodies, showed TG2 affinities that followed the affinity 

of the mother antibodies, which they shared their heavy chain with (figure 14.B).  

 Taken together, the results obtained with the swap antibodies suggest that both heavy 

and light chain are involved in binding to TG2. In particular, the heavy chain CDR3 loop has a 

crucial effect on TG2 affinity, demonstrating that, binding is not dictated by the V genes alone. 
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Previously, it was shown that heavy and light chain swap between TG2-specific and non-TG2-

specific antibodies resulted in loss of all TG2 reactivity [76]. Our results show that reactivity is 

also lost when swapping the chains between two TG2-specific antibodies that apparently bind 

the same epitope but use different light chain V gene segments. Thus, not only are both heavy 

and light chain involved in TG2 binding, epitope targeting is more nuanced than what can be 

assessed by competition for binding.   

5.3 Both heavy and light chain residues are involved in 

efficient TG2 binding 

  The previously reported MD simulation model of TG2 in complex with anti-TG2 

antibody 679-14-E06 suggested that heavy chain CDR3 residue Asp111 and light chain 

polymorphic residue Lys56 are involved in TG2 binding [76]. In this study, we have assessed 

the role of these heavy and light chain residues in 679-14-E06 by mutating heavy chain Asp111 

into Ala111 and converting light chain Lys56 of the IGKV1-5*03 allele into Asp56 

(corresponding to the IGKV1-5*01 allele). The Asp111Ala mutation resulted in a striking loss 

of TG2 affinity (figure 15), whereas the Lys56Asp conversion caused significant reduction in 

TG2 affinity due to a faster dissociation rate compared to wild-type 679-14-E06 (figure 15 and 

supplementary table 1). The involvement of a polymorphic residue in TG2 binding by 

antibodies using the preferred IGHV:IGKV pair may suggest that, individuals carrying the 

IGKV1-5*03 allele are predisposed in generating such antibodies. Further, as epitope targeting 

by IGHV5-51:IGKV1-5 plasma cells are important for disease development [74, 75], the 

IGKV1-5*03 allele would be expected to be a genetic risk variant for celiac disease. However, 

immunoglobulin polymorphisms are generally not included in genome-wide association 

studies, and since the allele frequency of IGKV1-5*03 is around 95% 

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/snp/rs139707902), the potential contribution of this 

polymorphic residue to the risk for developing CD could not easily be addressed.    

 These results support the previously published MD simulation model and together with 

our swap analysis, confirms the involvement of both heavy and light chain in TG2 binding. 

Moreover, as D111 is located in the heavy chain CDR3 loop, the results also further highlight 

the crucial role of CDR3 in TG2 binding. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/snp/rs139707902
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5.4 Effect of mutations on TG2 binding among TG2-

specific antibodies 

 Previous studies have shown that autoantibodies targeting anti-dsDNA in systemic 

lupus erythematosus (SLE) [87] and desmoglein-3 in pemphigus vulgaris (PV) [88]  are derived 

from non-autoreactive B cells that acquire autoreactivity through the accumulation of somatic 

mutations during maturation, as the germline reverted antibodies did not recognise the 

autoantigen. To analyse the effect of mutations in anti-TG2 antibodies in celiac disease, we 

generated mature and predicted germline antibodies from TG2-specific gut plasma cells 

targeting either the N-terminal domain, the core domain or the C-terminal domains of TG2. Our 

results show that the accumulation of mutations has varying effect on TG2 affinity irrespective 

of the targeting domain. However, the germline reverted antibodies are in all cases able to bind 

TG2, suggesting that the model of somatic hypermutation leading to autoantibody generation 

does not apply to the anti-TG2 response in CD. However, we could not measure the true TG2 

affinity by SPR for a few antibodies, because of inaccurately determined kinetic constants by 

the 1:1 ligand-binding model. To overcome this limitation and further supplement the SPR 

analysis, we also performed ELISA, including all Fab antibodies and observed that all the 

predicted germline reverted antibodies retain the ability to bind TG2 (supplementary figure 11).  

These results are also in agreement with previously published data showing that germline 

reverted TG2-specific antibodies targeting the N-terminal domain are able to retain their TG2 

binding [65]. In this study, we show that antibodies recognising other parts of TG2 can also 

bind in their germline configuration.  

 These results indicate that the anti-TG2 response in celiac disease originates from naïve 

B cells that are selectively activated after binding with TG2. Despite TG2 being abundantly 

expressed, TG2-reactive B cells do not seem to undergo negative selection. This finding may 

be explained by TG2 primarily being an intracellular protein, so that TG2-reactive B cells, 

under normal circumstances, will remain ignorant. However, in individual with CD, such B 

cells are activated because they receive help from gluten-reactive T cells.  
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6 Future perspective 

To further analyse how TG2-binding naïve B cells are selected to become antibody-

producing cells in CD, we are now sorting TG2-specific naïve B cells from healthy donors and 

CD patients. This study will help us to compare precursor (naïve B cells) and effector (plasma 

cells) B cell populations specific to TG2 and gain insight into the mechanisms controlling the 

activation of B cells to become antibody-producing cells. Moreover, it will give information 

about the epitope targeting by naïve B cells, and we will learn if the restricted use of V, D and 

J segments among TG2-specific plasma cells is introduced already at the level of naïve B cells 

or if it happens during B-cell activation. Knowledge about the processes that control B-cell 

activation and shape antibody responses may be relevant to other types of immune responses 

and be essential for the development of new vaccination strategies.  
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Supplementary data 

 

Supplementary figure 1: Expression vectors. Vector used for heavy chain (A), kappa light 

chain (B) and lambda light chain (C) expression.  
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Supplementary figure 2: CDR3 sequence analysis in TG2+ gut plasma cells with different 

heavy and light chain V gene pairing. A) Amino acid variation in 14 and 13 aa long heavy 

chain CDR3 for TG2+ IGHV5-51:IGKV1-5 plasma cells. B) Amino acid variation in 18 aa and 

19 aa long heavy chain CDR3 for TG2+ IGHV5-51:IGKV1-39 plasma cells. C) 11 aa long and 

D) 9 aa long CDR3 loop in light chain of IGHV5-51:IGKV1-5 and IGHV5-51:IGKV1-39 TG2+ 

plasma cells, respectively. E) 14 aa long heavy chain CDR3 sequence in TG2- plasma cells. 

The sequence plots show all amino acid observations (y-axis) and the IMGT-numbering of 

heavy and light chain CDR3 loop on the x-axis.  
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Supplementary figure 3: Epitope mapping of 1263-E7 and 1356-J190 on TG2 using 

ELISA. A) The 1263-E7 and 1356-J190 antibodies as well as previously characterized 679-14-

E06 bind specifically to TG2, and no binding was observed for BSA (negative control). B) and 

C) competitive ELISA for epitope mapping of 1263-E7 (B) and 1356-J190 (C). Three IgA1 

antibodies targeting epitope1, 2 and 3 in the N-terminal domain of TG2 were used as competitor 

[75]. Epitope 1 and epitope 3 were previously shown to be partly overlapping, and both of these 

antibodies showed competition with 1263-E7 and 1356-J190. The strongest competition, 

however, was observed for the epitope 1 antibody, indicating that both 1263-E7 and 1356-J190 

bind to TG2 epitope 1. Error bars indicate the variation between two-separate experiments. 
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Supplementary figure 4: Relative binding of clonally expanded N-terminal domain 

antibodies to TG2 as assessed by SPR. A) SPR sensorgrams showing relative binding of 

1263-E family antibodies to TG2 using different Fab fragment concentrations. B) Binding 

affinity of antibodies belonging to the 1263-E family antibodies. C) Relative binding of 1356-

J family antibodies to TG2. D) Binding affinity of antibodies belonging to the 1356-J190 

family. Error bar represents the variation in two independent experiments.  

NA – result not available, due to inaccurately determined kinetic constants because of very low 

binding kinetics.  

Error bar (B and D) represent the variation in two independent experiments and numbers in 

parenthesis indicate the total member of mutations in heavy and light chain V gene segment. 
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Supplementary figure 5: Relative binding of Core domain antibodies to TG2 as assessed 

by SPR. A) SPR sensorgrams showing relative binding of mature and predicted 1407-12-C06 

antibody to TG2. B) Binding affinity of mature and predicted 1407-12-C06 antibody. C) SPR 

sensorgrams showing relative binding of mature and predicted germline 1393-4-A12 antibody 

to TG2. D) Binding affinity of mature and predicted germline 1393-4-A12 antibody. 

Error bar (B and D) represent the variation in two independent experiments and numbers in 

parenthesis indicate the total member of mutations in heavy and light chain V gene segment. 
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Supplementary figure 6: Relative binding of C-terminal domain antibodies to TG2 as 

assessed by SPR. A) SPR sensorgrams showing relative binding of mature and predicted 1390-

6-C08 antibody to TG2. B) Binding affinity of mature and predicted 1390-6-C08 antibody. C) 

SPR sensorgrams showing relative binding of mature and predicted germline 1407-10-F06 

antibody to TG2. D) Binding affinity of mature and predicted germline 1407-10-F06 antibody. 

Error bar (B and D) represent the variation in two independent experiments and numbers in 

parenthesis indicate the total member of mutations in heavy and light chain V gene segment. 
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Supplementary figure 7: Relative binding of heavy and light chain swap antibodies to TG2 

as assessed by SPR. A) binding of mother antibodies to TG2. Both the swap antibody 679-14-

E06H:1263-E7L (B) and 1263-E7H:679-14-E06L (C) do not bind to TG2 with measurable 

affinity. 

Number in parenthesis indicate the total number of mutations in heavy and light chain V gene 

segment. 
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Supplementary figure 8: Relative binding of heavy and light chain swap antibodies to TG2 

as assessed by SPR. A) binding of mother antibodies to TG2. B) 679-14-E06H:1356-J190L 

antibody shows the TG2 binding pattern of its heavy chain mother 679-14-E06. (C) 1356-

J190H:679-14-E06L antibody shows low TG2 affinity as the heavy chain mother antibody 

1356-J190. 

Number in parenthesis indicate the total number of mutations in heavy and light chain V gene 

segment. 
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Supplementary figure 9: Contribution of specific residues in antibody 679-14-E06 

antibody in binding to TG2 assessed by SPR. A) Sensorgram curves showing binding of 

wild-type 679-14-E06 to TG2. B) and C) Binding of 679-14-E06 heavy chain mutant D111A 

(B) and light chain mutant K56D (C) to TG2. Both of the residues are important for TG2 

binding by this prototypic IGHV5-51:IGKV1-5 antibody. 
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Supplementary table 1: SPR derived binding kinetics of all antibodies with TG2. The higher the KD value, the lower the affinity. 

Kinetic affenity Steady state 

Kon(M-1s-1) koff (s-1) KD (M) KD(M) N

Clone Kon(1) Kon(2) average SD Koff(1) Koff(2)  Average SD KD(1) KD(2) average SD KD(1) KD(2) Average SD

679-14-E06 3820000 4053000 3936500 116500 0,01204 0,009974 0,011007 0,001033 3,15E-09 2,46E-09 2,81E-09 3,45E-10 7,21E-09 5,58E-09 6,40E-09 8,15E-10 2

1407-12-C06 M 4760000 2640000 3700000 1060000 0,08318 0,12 0,10159 0,01841 1,75E-08 4,54E-08 3,15E-08 1,40E-08 2,47E-08 3,99E-08 3,23E-08 7,60E-09 2

1407-12-C06 G 2683000 7240000 4961500 2278500 0,1703 0,075 0,12265 0,04765 6,35E-08 1,04E-08 3,69E-08 2,65E-08 8,44E-08 3,31E-08 5,88E-08 2,56E-08 2

1390-6-C08 M 10100000 28960000 19530000 9430000 0,01651 0,04282 0,029665 0,013155 1,63E-09 1,48E-09 1,56E-09 7,75E-11 3,55E-08 5,85E-09 2,07E-08 1,48E-08 2

1390-06-C08 G NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 3

1263-E07 2,11E+05 1,60E+05 185400 25700 0,07265 0,0536 0,063125 0,009525 3,44E-07 3,36E-07 3,40E-07 4,30E-09 5,95E-07 4,69E-07 5,32E-07 6,29E-08 4

1263-E06 390300 282000 336150 54150 0,09277 0,1179 0,105335 0,012565 6,38E-07 4,18E-07 5,28E-07 1,10E-07 6,51E-07 9,07E-07 7,79E-07 1,28E-07 2

1263-E04 1363000 311700 837350 525650 0,2127 0,1205 0,1666 0,0461 1,56E-07 3,87E-07 2,71E-07 1,15E-07 2,22E-07 6,34E-07 4,28E-07 2,06E-07 3

1263-E02 130000 95360 112680 17320 0,8192 0,3235 0,57135 0,24785 6,3E-06 3,39E-06 4,85E-06 1,46E-06 NA NA NA NA 2

1263-E01 835400 197200 516300 319100 0,2143 0,03598 0,12514 0,08916 2,57E-07 1,83E-07 2,20E-07 3,7E-08 NA NA NA NA 3

679-14-E06H:1263-E07L NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 2

1263-E07H:679-14-E06L NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 2

1356-j190 G NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 3

1356-J190 M 84300 1995000 1039650 955350 0,00619 0,08799 0,04709 0,0409 7,34E-08 4,41E-08 5,88E-08 1,47E-08 NA NA NA NA 2

1407-10-F06 M 1006000 1279000 1142500 136500 0,02334 0,01574 0,01954 0,0038 2,32E-08 1,23E-08 1,78E-08 5,46E-09 1,61E-08 1,83E-08 1,72E-08 1,11E-09 3

1407-10-F06 G 1413000 1098000 1255500 157500 0,0635 0,06149 0,062495 0,001005 4,50E-08 5,60E-08 5,05E-08 5,52E-09 4,78E-08 4,92E-08 4,85E-08 7,00E-10 3

1393-4-A12 M 1253000 2329000 1791000 538000 0,03356 0,02173 0,027645 0,005915 1,74E-08 1,44E-08 1,59E-08 1,47E-09 3,02E-08 2,40E-08 2,71E-08 3,07E-09 2

1393-4-A12 G 233300 738600 485950 252650 0,004888 0,01038 0,007634 0,002746 2,10E-08 1,41E-08 1,75E-08 3,45E-09 4,96E-08 4,07E-08 4,52E-08 4,44E-09 2

679-14-E06H:1356-J190L 723700 300900 512300 211400 0,02393 0,01182 0,017875 0,006055 3,93E-08 3,31E-08 3,62E-08 3,11E-09 9,56E-08 5,96E-08 7,76E-08 1,8E-08 2

1356-J190H:679-14-E06L NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 3

14-E06 D111A NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 2

14-E06 K56D 213000 135700 174350 38650 0,1387 0,1133 0,126 0,0127 5,32E-07 1,02E-06 7,77E-07 2,45E-07 7,83E-07 1,26E-06 1,02E-06 2,40E-07 2  
N – number of separate runs. 

SD - standard deviation which was calculated from two separate runs. 

NA – not acquired due to inaccurately determined binding kinetics/low affinity. 

M – mature antibody. G – reverted germline antibody. 
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Supplementary table 2: Details of heavy and light chain gene segments usage in TG2-specific antibodies used for affinity measurement. 

Clone HV HD HJ CDR-H3 LV LJ CDR-L3 MH ML Total  D

679-14-E06 IGHV5-51*03 IGHD3-22*01 IGHJ3*02 CARPHYYDSLDAFDIW IGKV1-5*03 IGKJ2*01 CQHYNSYSPGYTF 0 2 2 N-ter

1356-J190 IGHV5-51*03 IGHD4-17*01 IGHJ4*02 CARPNDHDVTTPFDYW IGKV1-5*03 IGKJ2*01 CQHYNSYSPGYTF 4 8 12 N-ter

1263-E07 IGHV5-51*03 IGHD2-15*01 IGHJ6*02 CARRYCSGGSCYPEYGMDVW IGKV1-39*01 IGKJ2*01 CQQSYSTPHTF 0 0 0 N-ter

1263-E06 IGHV5-51*01 IGHD2-15*01 IGHJ6*02 CTRRHCGGGSCYPEYGMDVW IGKV1-39*01 IGKJ2*01 CQQSYSTPHTF 5 2 7 N-ter

1263-E04 IGHV5-51*03 IGHD2-15*01 IGHJ6*02 CARRYCSGGSCYPDYGMDVW IGKV1-39*01 IGKJ2*01 CQQSYRTPHTF 1 6 7 N-ter

1263-E02 IGHV5-51*01 IGHD2-15*01 IGHJ6*02 CARRYCSGGSCYPDYGMDVW IGKV1-39*01 IGKJ2*01 CQQSYSNTHTF 5 7 12 N-ter

1263-E01 IGHV5-51*01 IGHD2-15*01 IGHJ6*02 CARRYCSGGSCYPDYGMDVW IGKV1-39*01 IGKJ2*01 CQQSYRTPHTF 2 7 9 N-ter

1393-4-A12 IGHV3-43*01 IGHD2-2*01 IGHJ4*02 CAKDGYCSSTSCYYFDYW IGLV2-23*02 IGLJ2*01 CCSYAGSSTHVVF 2 3 5 Core

1407-12-C06 IGHV1-3*01 IGHD6-19*01 IGHJ4*02 CAREQWLAGNSFDYW IGKV1-39*01 IGKJ2*02 CQESYSSRRTF 5 9 14 core

1407-10-F06 IGHV1-69*06 IGHD4-17*01 IGHJ6*02 CASYDRTTVNHNYYGMDVW IGLV2-14*01 IGLJ1*01 CSSYTSSSRNYVF 1 4 5 C1 

1390-6-C08 IGHV3-15*07 IGHD6-13*01 IGHJ6*02 CTRGDWGYSGSFYYYYGMDVW IGKV3-11*01 IGKJ2*02 CQQRSNWPPWTF 2 2 4 C1 

679-14-E06H:1263-E07L IGHV5-51*03 IGHD3-22*01 IGHJ3*02 CARPHYYDSLDAFDIW IGKV1-39*01 IGKJ2*01 CQQSYSTPHTF  -  -  - ND

1263-E07H:679-14-E06L IGHV5-51*03 IGHD2-15*01 IGHJ6*02 CARRYCSGGSCYPEYGMDVW IGKV1-5*03 IGKJ2*01 CQQYNSYSPGYTF  -  -  - ND

679-14-E06H:1356-J190L IGHV5-51*03 IGHD3-22*01 IGHJ3*02 CARPHYYDSLDAFDIW IGKV1-5*03 IGKJ2*01 CQHYNSYSPGYTF  -  -  - ND

1356-J190:679-14-E06L IGHV5-51*03 IGHD4-17*01 IGHJ4*02 CARPNDHDVTTPFDYW IGKV1-5*03 IGKJ2*01 CQQYNSYSPGYTF  -  -  - ND  

MH - mutations in heavy chain V gene. 

ML - mutations in light chain V gene. 

D - domain on TG2 that is targeted by antibodies. 

ND - not done. 
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Supplementary figure 10: SDS-PAGE gels showing migration of purified antibodies. A) 

Migration of non-reduced samples. B) Migration of reduced protein samples.  

Full – full-length antibody. 

M – mature antibody. 

G – reverted germline antibody. 
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Supplementary figure 11: Binding of anti-TG2 Fab antibodies to TG2, assessed by ELISA. 

Fab fragments were incubated with immobilised TG2 in different concentrations followed by 

detection using AP-conjugated goat anti-human IgG secondary antibody. Related antibodies 

are depicted together for comparison.  

Numbers in parentheses indicate the total number of replacement mutations in heavy and light 

chain V gene segment. 
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